
An adverbial can take a range of forms, and a form label tells us how a grammatical 
unit is made up. An adverbial can be composed of an adverb phrase, a noun 
phrase, a prepositional phrase, or a subordinate clause. We can recognise the 
form by identifying the key words, either the first word in the unit or the head word. 
You can have more than one adverbial in a sentence. 

  e.g. Actually, they visited last week by car.
           [AdvP]                          [NP]          [PrepP]
The dog barked continually because it was lonely.
                                 [AdvP]          [SCl – ACl]
If I can finish my work, I’ll pop in for a while. 
       [SCl – ACl]                                       [PrepP]

It is important to remember: 
• while all adverb phrases are adverbials, not all adverbials are adverb phrases
• the term ‘adverbial phrase’ mixes function and form labels.
 

Adverbials are not closely tied to the grammatical structure of a sentence. This 
means they can be moved around. They can occur at the beginning (where they 
should be followed by a comma), in the middle, or at the end.Changing their   
position affects the semantic weight of the information they add. 
e.g. Now, you have to wear a mask in shops.
[emphatic position, foregrounding a specific time]
You now have to wear a mask in shops.
You have to wear a mask in shops now. 

What do I 
need to know?
Clause analysis 1 

Clauses are the units that make up 
sentences. They always have a finite or a 
non-finite verb. A grammatical sentence 
has at least one main 
(independent) clause but may have other, 
subordinate (dependent) 
clauses. These subordinate clauses can 
be embedded in a phrase or can function 
as a sentence element.

An adverbial (A) is a sentence 
element that adds extra information 
about time, place, manner, reason, 
purpose, condition, and attitude.

The form of adverbials

The position of adverbials

Adverbial is a function label. A function label tells us the job a group of words is 
doing in a sentence; it determines the position of a grammatical unit and whether 
it is optional. Adverbials are optional elements; they provide us with additional 
information that is not grammatically or semantically essential. If we omit an 
adverbial, the sentence will usually still make sense. 

e.g. Actually, they visited last week by car.
       [attitude]                      [time]   [manner]
The dog barked continually because it was lonely.               
                              [frequency]          [reason]
If I can finish my work, I’ll pop in for a while.
       [condition]                                  [duration]

The function of adverbials

Types of adverbials

Adjuncts express information about time, manner, place, frequency and degree 
(e.g. suddenly, to the cinema, after we had finished). Conjuncts connect ideas 
within and between sentences (e.g. however, nevertheless, to begin with). 
Disjuncts express information about speaker/writer attitudes (e.g. honestly, in my 
opinion, to tell you the truth). 

e.g. She’ll probably pass her driving test. [disjunct]
On the contrary, I think she’ll struggle. [conjunct]

Where do we find them?

Adverbials are used extensively in written and spoken language. They provide 
narrative detail in novels, describe how characters speak in a play, and establish 
facts in a report. They can equally be used to structure an argument, or to express 
attitudes in speeches, opinion pieces or blogs.

Sample analysis: extract from a diary  

Walked on the hilltops before heading down the valley; today was warm but 
sunshine didn’t last. Then clouds closed in quickly. Unfortunately for me, in 3 or 4 
minutes, I was soaked when rain came from nowhere. If I’d been prepared, would 
have been fine. Unsurprisingly, spoilt my day; I’d planned to visit A afterwards to 
watch a film.

As would be expected in a diary, the style is elliptical and there are frequent time 
(‘today’, NP; ‘in 3 or 4 …’, PrepP; ‘Then’/’afterwards’, AdvPs; ‘when rain came …’, 
ACl) and place (‘on the hill-tops’, PrepP; ‘before heading down …’, NFCl) adverbials 
to establish the sequence and location of events. The adverb phrase ‘quickly’ 
provides descriptive detail, while subordinate clauses functioning as adverbials 
communicate reason (‘to watch a film’, NFCl) and condition (‘If I’d been …’, ACl). 
Disjuncts like the adverb phrases ‘Unfortunately for me’ and ‘Unsurprisingly’ are 
typical of the form since a diary is a personal record of events and feelings.


